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SUMMARY

ARPANSA was announced in 1997, but formally came into existence in 1999. The first stage of its
development as a regulator was guiding Commonwealth users of radiation sources and nuclear facilities through
making licence applications. Assessing licences was complex, including because of the need to work with the
public submission process for nuclear facilities. The Commonwealth jurisdiction differs from the States -
ARPANSA's challenge is now to leam how to move to the surveillance and audit stage of licensing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The acronym ARPANSA was first made public on 3
September 1997 in a media release by the then
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Health
and Family Services. She announced "'for the first
time, all of the Commonwealth radiation and
nuclear activities will come under the scrutiny of an
independent regulatory body".

Not coincidently, this was the same day as the
government announced that it would proceed to
construct a replacement research reactor at Lucas
Heights. At that time the government also decided
on the policy to send spent nuclear fuel from the
operations of the HBFAR reactor overseas for
reprocessing, with the wastes to be returned to
Australia

The lack of independent regulation of the
Commonwealth's radiation and nuclear activities -
with the exception of the work of the Nuclear Safety
Bureau - had long been recognised. Clearly a
decision that meant Australia would continue with
nuclear activities for decades to come was the
trigger to create a fully independent regulator.

It is one thing to make a decision to have an
independent regulatory body and announce it. It is
another to:
first, write and obtain parliamentary approval for the
necessary legislation; second, write the detailed
delegated legislation setting up the regulatory
arrangements; and third, actually implement the
regulatory scheme through the issuing of licences for

Commonwealth use of radiation sources and nuclear
facilities.

The ARPANS legislation was passed by the
Australian Parliament in December 1998 and the
subsequent regulations were made on St Patrick's
Day in 1999.

I will make a few short comments on the legislative
structure embodied in the Act and regulations and
then spend most of this paper in discussing the
implementation phase.

The two most important points about ARPANSA as
a legislative and regulatory agency are mat:

1. It is created in a fully independent and arms-
length way and the licensing scheme is
devised such mat it could readily be applied
to the private sector. That is, there is no
allowance for the fact that the
Commonwealth is regulating itself and
therefore might rely on administrative
mechanisms - rather the legislation sets out a
full-blooded licensing scheme with
mechanisms for compliance and
enforcement, appeals and reporting that you
would expect to see if we were regulating a
commercial industry. Certainly the thought
that the ARPANS legislation might be
adopted as uniform national legislation might
have been one of the factors behind this
approach to the Act and regulations.

2 . ARPANSA is created as more than simply a
regulator. It is there also- or rather the CEO
of ARPANSA is there - to give advice to the
community, undertake research and provide
services in support of radiation protection and
nuclear safety. Bringing these functions
together was seen as sensible in the fairly
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small pool of expertise mat exists in Australia
and allows the new regulator to call upon a
greater depth of scientific knowledge and
expertise than might have otherwise been the
case.

It is also worth mentioning that the scheme requires
that ARPANSA recover its regulatory costs through
licensing fees. The Act sets up a fee system that
allows for fees to be charged for licence applications
and for an annual fee on licensed holders. Again,
this is a model that clearly could be applied to the
regulation of the private sector, but it certainly was
an added implementation problem in that
ARPANSA needed to figure out a licensing structure
that sufficiently related the work to be done (in
assessing an application and then overseeing the
work of a licensee) to the total costs of regulation -
broadly, defined.

Finally, the legislation also provided a right for
public participation in the regulation of nuclear
installations and called for extensive and frequent
reporting.

2. ARPANSA's JURISDICTION

The ARPANS legislation created what seemed to be
a straightforward arrangement to allow the
introduction of licensing. A transition period of 6
months from the time of the Act coming into force
was allowed to give Commonwealth users of
radiation sources and nuclear facilities time to make
an application for a licence. Further, the provisions
of the Act that prohibited them from using radiation
sources and nuclear facilities without an ARPANSA
licence did not apply until a decision was made upon
their application. Given the Act came formally into
affect in February 1999, Commonwealth entities had
until August 1999 to apply for a licence and then
could continue to operate under their existing
arrangements until a decision was made upon that
licence. Life being what it is, we received very few
licence applications until August 1999.

It is worth briefly describing now the
Commonwealth use of radiation sources and nuclear
facilities. There is a diversity of licensed activities
ranging from trivial low-hazard radiation sources
through to nuclear installations, and including non
ionizing radiation. The ARPANSA jurisdiction is
over a moderate number of large Commonwealth
agencies with complex structures and diverse
cultures, operating on a number of sites throughout
Australia, who have never been regulated before.
Consider, for example:

• The Department of Defence, which combines,
under a centralised safety management
framework, three arms of the Defence Force, a

civilian workforce and a number of specialised
research facilities.

• CSIRO with largely autonomous 23 divisions
spread throughout Australia, working under a
centralised safety management framework

• ANSTO with five nuclear installations, a dozen
or so other radiation facilities and five divisions
using sealed and unsealed sources

This might be compared with the States/Territories,
with jurisdiction over a large number of relatively
small licensees, within an established regulatory
framework.

In addition there are some Commonwealth legacy
issues that also require to be fitted into a licensing
framework. These include:

The Maralinga atomic weapons testing
range

- The store operated by the CSIRO at
Rangehead in Woomera, which contains a
large amount of low level radioactive waste
Parks Australia North's administration of
old uranium mining sites within the Kakadu
National Park.

ARPANSA also has a further quasi-regulatory role
that flows from its mission to promote uniformity
between the Commonwealth and the States.
Therefore it is strongly involved in the development
of codes of practice and guidance that will be
applied largely by State regulators in the regulation
of the use of radioactivity industry and the
regulation of mining and so forth.

3. CREATING A REGULATOR

We needed to supplement the resources of the NSB
and this required recruiting, training and coaching a
team in regulatory assessment. We have now
available a wider range of disciplines and expertise -
health physics, chemistry, environmental transport,
engineering (electrical, mechanical, nuclear,
chemical), heat transfer/fluid flow, neutronics and
not least, legal expertise and data management.

It was necessary to guide Commonwealth entities
through the process of making applications for a
licence. There needed to be extensive advice about
the type of licence needed in various circumstances,
the legal person required to apply, who could
formally provide additional information, and
arrangements foT paper delegations of responsibility
and authority. There were many discussions about
the format and content of applications. We also
needed to address the security arrangements for
licence information so lhat they were acceptable to
defence and security agencies.
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A big issue that we grappled with was the
implementation of the legislated provisions that
required public submissions be sought for nuclear
installations and 'taken into account' in decision
making. The first and most obvious point was that in
order to make a public submission process
meaningful, there needs to be public information.
That seems obvious enough - but arranging for it to
happen was not at all straightforward when it came
to the existing ANSTO facilities. The ANSTO
application and material was based on extant
documents mat had not been prepared with public
release in mind and it did take some time to sort
through these issues.

It was also necessary for us to decide what was
meant by the term in the regulations that public
submissions must be "taken into account" by the
CEO in making a licensing decision. L gave this a
good deal of thought in connection with the
application for a licence to site 1he replacement
research reactor. It seemed to me, based partly on
applied common sense and also on what case law I
could find, mat "taking into account" was more than
simply receiving and acknowledging the public
submissions and passing them to the staff of
ARPANSA to incorporate in their reports to me in
whatever way they chose. Rather, I mink that the
regulation was enforcing a duty on me to read the
submissions personally and consider the issues they
raised and to demonstrate that I had done so.
Therefore our approach has been that we record the
issues raised by public submissions and make a
response to each of the issues raised, showing how it
has been taken into account - whether this be that
we have considered and do not agree with the
proposition put forward and why, or that the licence
or licence conditions have been structured so as to
respond to the matter raised.

We also needed to establish our own internal process
for managing the review of licence applications. It
was simple enough to make a technical assessment
of most applications - the trick was to structure that
assessment against the requirements of the
legislation and, just as importantly, document the
process in a transparent and consistent way. That
issue of the documentation of the process was one of
the hardest that we had to face in making our
approach systematic.

Our regulatory assessment principles which were
structured on defence in-depth and safety culture set
out the principles upon which ARPANSA places the
most importance, priority and focus when assessing
the safety of radiation facilities and nuclear
installations. Our expectations document provides a
check list of best practice attributes for licensing
plans and arrangements for managing safety of their

operations, including effective control, radiation
protection, waste management and emergency
arrangements. Finally we provided a guideline
setting out criteria for design and modification of
facilities and for decommissioning

So there was no shortage of guidance and creation of
process for the assessment of licences and what we
had to do next was actually to invent the licences
themselves. I use this term invent because what we
needed to do was develop licences to suit the type,
scale and processes of operation of the variety of
Commonwealth entities that fall under the
legislation.

What we wanted were licences that were practical,
comprehensive, consistent and (reasonably) uniform
but that tapped into the established safety
management processes of the licensed organisations.
That is, we did not want to overturn established and
effective safety management arrangements where
they existed, rather to strengthen them The licences
are based upon handbooks, which set out the
reasonably large number of standard licence
conditions, the particular licences men address
special issues for each source or facility. The
handbooks also include authorisation of routine
discharges of radioactive material to the
environment. This is of significance everywhere, but
of course, of particular interest in relation to ANSTO
and the nearby community.

4. WHAT HAVE WE ACHIEVED

I think we would like to say that the imposition of a
systematic regulatory framework through
ARPANSA has caused many licence applicants to
get their houses in better order. They have improved
effective control of radiation for sources and
facilities - often because we simply asked irritating
questions about who was actually in control of the
sources and who needed to be the nominee in a
licence. They've drawn up systematic inventories of
radiation sources, identifying nuclide, form, activity,
location, physical and chemical characteristics and
condition, and responsibility for control. They've
formalised the hierarchy for safety responsibilities,
authorities and resources identified through their
own delegations. Again because we often asked
irritating questions about the chain of command.
Plans and arrangements for ensuring safety through
directives, procedures and instructions within quality
systems have been formalised and more
systematically promulgated in the workplace.

Although they do not make exciting reading,
ARPANSA's Safety Evaluation Reports do provide
a systematic, documented external review of each
licensee's safety framework and processes, against
objective criteria and good practice.
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We have now issued licences for a number of
nuclear installations - the decommissioning of the
Moata research reactor, the production of
radiopharmaceuticals and industrial radioisotopes at
Lucas heights and the National Medical Cyclotron,
the operation of the HEFAR research reactor, the fuel
management facilities at ANSTO. We have also
licensed the siting of the proposed research reactor
and, as everyone here will know, are in the midst of
addressing the application for a construction licence.
We've licensed a number of radiation facilities - the
National Medical Cyclotron itself and gamma and
accelerator irradiators. With respect to radiation
sources, we have licensed research laboratories,
tracer studies with unsealed sources, and x-ray units
for inspection of containers, baggage and persons.
Many of our licences have also included non-
ionising radiation sources, especially laser
applications.

As I noted above the Commonwealth has some
legacy issues and so our licensing regime has now
incorporated the former atomic weapons test facility
at Maralinga and the historic uranium mines, mill
and exploration sites in the Kakadu National Park

5. WHAT LIES AHEAD

In this section I will ignore the big-ticket item of
considering the construction licence application for
the replacement research reactor. That is one of a
kind. For the rest of our regulatory activity we need
to move from the licence establishment phase into
establishing a system and program of systematic
surveillance of licensee operations, commensurate
with the hazard and licensee performance. That is,
we want to establish a risk informed, performance
based surveillance and audit system for the
Commonwealth use of radiation sources and nuclear
facilities. Again that will require changing some of
the mindsets that we adopted during the licence
application phase - it is something different and we
will be paying attention to how we best implement
this phase of our activities. We will also look to
establish assessment of enforcement suitable to
Commonwealth agencies. As I noted above, at the
end of the day, ARPANSA has powerful
enforcement capabilities through their legislation
and they would be our ultimate sledgehammer, but
very often we will be seeking to crack nuts through
enforcement activities. We need to determine how
best to do that in a way that achieves effective
results without creating angst and a negative
atmosphere.

We will keep our licences under review naturally
and see if they need amendment in the light of
experience to make Iheir administration more

convenient to the licensee and to ARPANSA,
without lessening in anyway their effectiveness.

We will want to give particular attention to our large
customers - we can't avoid ANSTO! But we do
need to work with and assist the Department of
Defence in looking at its own regulatory mechanism
to promote promulgation of the centrally developed
plans and arrangements for managing safety. These
need to be implemented at the working level in a
transparent and contestable way. Similarly we will
need to work with the CSIRO both at its central
management level and with those divisions that are
responsible for significant numbers of sources.

6. CONCLUSION

ARPANSA will continue to make the headlines for
our involvement in big public issues like the
replacement research reactor and matters like the
possible health effects of mobile phones and ELF
magnetic fields and so on. But our real achievements
in most cases won't receive this publicity. I believe
we have achieved a systematic comprehensive
modern efficient and effective licensing system for
radiation protection and nuclear safely in the
Commonwealth. It certainly will need refinement
over the coming years and we face the issues now of
working with the Commonwealth agencies to make
the licensing process work for them in achieving and
clearly demonstrating to the public that they are
working effectively and safely.
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